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The Hole 01 Pooular Music Today: 
With soecial Attention to the ca-
reer 01 one Hobert Zimmerman 
What is the role of "pop" music today? How does it 
differ from and what does it owe to the music of past? 
What are the imp I icit considerations that lead up to explore 
what, in America, especially since the dawn of the mass 
media, has been a sterile, commercialized form of communica­
tion? And finally, does the current flurry of relative 
creativity signal a significant advance? 
The first assumption, which many may prefer not at al I 
to grant, is that popular music does have a role. Its scope 
of influence is not equal led by any other form, mainly by 
its singular avai labi I ity through the mass communications -­
radio and television. It is also very apparent that this 
responsibi I ity (assuming a function beyond that of a senti­
mental pal I iative) has been regularly abused. What is not 
so read i I y di scernab I e is the way in w·h i ch segments of our 
cultural heritage have been ignored and excluded. These 
elements, mainly the separate but overlapping strains of 
Negro and folk rhythms and attitudes, wi I I be dealt with 
later, but their appearance, rather, their dominance , i n the 
sixties, form the basis of our present vitality. 
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Ideally the role of popular music would be to produce 
an elevating influence, aesthetically and practically, on 
our culture. Carried to its ii logical I imits, it could 
partially usurp the traditional function of poetry. The 
drawbacks are not as insurmountable as they seem. For 
example -- rhyme, which is not essential in poetry, is use­
ful though not an absolute prerequisite, for a pop song. 
It carries, however, inherent seeds of doom in its preten­
tions to a higher and more meaningful plane. Its main ob­
stacles are the necessity for an ear-catching rhyme (usually 
to the detriment of the lyrics), the restrictions of rhyme 
and the intel I igence I imitations of the audience. Al I these 
pltfal Is are unfortunately compounded by the Insistent fact 
of musical I ife, that basic, blatant, commercial Ism. 
This commercial ism is not, however, al I bad. Although 
it is debil ltating in its general effect, the other factors 
such as its ready accessibi I ity and pervasive nature provide 
ambiguous side effects. Talented, as wel I as untalented, 
individuals are drawn by the promise of great financial 
gain. When popular success has been achieved and a reputa­
tion gained, a group or individual may wel I turn to more 
artistically cha I lenging forms. Witness the recent 
attempts, crude but promising, by the Beatles -- their ex­
perimentation with Eastern instrumentation and lyrics of 
social comment. The Byrds, perhaps the most proficient 
American popular group, have taken the Indian raga form and 
extended (or perverted) it into varied electronic fugues. 
Much of the experimentation, particularly with exotic 
forms and instruments, was prefigured by jazz musicians of 
the '50's. These variations were, for the most part, tech­
nical successes, but, by the very nature of the complexity 
inherent in modern jazz, beyond the capacity for mass dis­
semination. These new paths exploited, coupled with the 
intricate improvisional format, led to the demise of modern 
jazz as a major cultural force. The music was lost in the 
complexity of the artistic personality as the form itself 
became a means for expression -- lacking in common experi­
ence for the I istener and encouraging more intensely person­
al musical harrangues. One set of Ornette Coleman or John 
Coltrane should be enough to make anyone see the futi I ity 
(and the beauty) of this exclusive approach. 
Analogies may be drawn between the gradually evolving 
sense of personal revelation and Infatuation with documen­
ting the creative impulses in jazz with the same tendencies 
in modern poetry. In either field, lack of communication 
cannot be explained by dearth of talent. Potentially out­
standing musicians, as wel I as poets, were and are stil I in 
evidence. Similarly, attempts to popularize and uncompl i­
cate these respective fields were relatively fruitless. In 
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jazz, minor successes were attained, most notably by the 
Third Stream Music of the Modern Jazz Quartet and by Dave 
Brubeck. In poetry, the barbarians, led by remnants of the 
beat movement, had significant but qua I ified popularity. 
These various attempts to reinstate meaningful artistic 
communication to the mass cultural I ife of the nation had 
I ittle lasting effect. The subsequent trends in popular 
music of the '60's owe their origin partially to this sense 
of cultural deprivation, plus the rejuvenation and merging 
of the folk and blues tradition. 
The best chronological definition of these two trends 
and the circumstances accounting for their rebirth can, per­
haps, be best fol lowed in the career of the most prolific 
and talented songwriter (also erstwhile poet and musician) 
of this generation -- a hazy, zany figure from Hibbing, 
Minnesota, a midwestern Jew, Robert Zimmerman, better known 
by his adopted name, Bob Dylan. He was born, near the onset 
of World War I I, into the midwest baladeer tradition, best 
exemplified by the figure of Woodie Guthrie. He was con­
ceived too late to experience any of the major dislocations 
that betel I the American grass-roots left-wingers of whom 
Guthrie was the poet-laureate. The depression and World 
War I I were before his time and the wrenches of Korea and 
McCartby left no tangible impression. But the heritage of 
this roving folk singing tradition was stronger than it had 
ever been. 
It was for Dylan to mine and exploit this vein arisen 
from the subterranean voices of the Wobbl [es and other 
blithe but brutally ostracized spirits of the American 
heartland. Along with this classic, but underground, tradi­
tion, was the related perpetuation of the blues, particular­
ly Negro urban blues. This phase is distinguished from the 
"country" (Mississippi) blues mainly by the musical accou­
trements of our age -- electronics. They embody the tradi­
tional blues motifs, plus a bold, electrified scream, grasp­
ed from the heart of the northern ghetto. Dylan, by his own 
possibly doubtful account, studied at the feet of one of the 
city blues' heroes, Joe Wi I Iiams. He has drawn heavily on 
this source, especially in his more recent efforts. 
Thus armed, with folk guitar and Negro harmonica, he 
assaulted the bastion of folk singing, Greenwich Vi I lage. 
With these tools along, however, he would hardly have 
emerged from the welter of similar types flocking to the 
coffee houses. His forte was talent, specifically, a lyri­
cal way with words. His rise is public record, but, what 
is germane to this discussion, is the growth and shifting 
of his musical modes, which can be followed by the albums he 
has re Ieased. 
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He first took by storm the traditionalists, with a 
pseudo-Guthrie style and original compositions ranging from 
paeans of the open road (Highway 61) to a naive Indictment 
of munitions manufacturers (Masters of War). The next stage, 
which he summarily pre-empted, pointed the I ialson between 
folk singing and the civi I rights movement. He became the 
overnight darling of college campuses, penning the anthems 
of the student movements, Blowing in the Wind, The Times 
They Are A-Changing, and many others. Unti I this time he 
had been reliant on the folk tradition almost exclusively. 
His next step, which disenchanted many of his enthusiastic 
and vocal admirers (who have, presumably, been even more 
shaken by the advent of "Black Power"), was the twofold addi­
tion of electronic instruments and a more introspective style 
of personal revelation. To the folk purists these innova­
tions were anathema, but for Dylan, they proved a step 
towards a fulfillment of his talent. Some examples may be 
in order. His experience with women have been by turns, 
disastrous, 
She's got everything she needs, she's an arttst, 
she don I t I ook back. 
She can take the dark out of the night-ttme, 
and paint the daytime black. 
or tender, 
My love, she's I ike some raven 
at my window with a broken wing. 
The controversy and debate over narcotfcs is given 
extensive lyrical interpretation in his best composition, 
Hey, Mr. Tambourine Man. 
Take me disappearing through the smoke-rfngs of my mind. 
Down the foggy ruins of time, 
Far past the frozen leaves, 
The haunted, frightened trees, 
Out to the windy beach, 
Far from the twisted reach 
Of crazy Sorrow. 
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Yes, to dance beneath the diamond sky 
With one hand waving free, 
SIihouetted by the sea, 
Circled by the circus signs, 
With al I memory and fate 
Driven deep beneath the waves; 
Let me forget about today unti I tomorrow. 
Al I this is accompanied by his grating voice, adequate 
guitar and excel lent harmonica. Dylan's refusal to kowtow 
to the reigning inanities of popular lyrics belie his popu­
larity. His songs, not particularly wel I-known when accom­
panied by his harsh vocalizations, have become raging hits 
when recorded by other artists, from the Byrds, to the 
talented but tasteless Joan Baez. 
His final step, achieved by the addition of electric 
guitars and percussion section, christened a new term in pop 
music circles -- "folk-rock". The style is sti 11 Ii I ting, 
but a I ittle more driven. The ideas are less pretentious, 
and quite a bit funnier. In his most recent album, he re­
marks that 
Mona Lisa musta had the Highway Blues, 
You can tel I by the way she smiles .... 
and describes a female acquaintance by night-I ight: 
The ghosts of electrfcity howl 
In the bones of her face. 
From the recounting of Dylan's history, it is apparent 
what the essentials have become -- the message of folk 
music, the sound of the urban blues, and a wi 11 ingness to 
experiment. 
Perhaps the most striking feature of Dylan's influence 
is that he is no longer an aberration. Other groups have 
taken his lead and are proceeding even farther, if less 
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adroitly, afield. These lyrics resemble a mantra: 
Turn off your mind. 
Relax and float downstream 
This Is not dyfng. 
This ls not dying. 
Lay down al I thought 
Surrender to the void 
It ls shining. 
It Is shining. 
There you may see, 
The meaning of within 
It ls being. 
It is being. 
Love is a I I 
And love is everyone. 
It i s know i ng. 
I t i s know i ng . 
These verses are taken from the new Beatles album, 
Revolver. Many of the selections in this collection are 
highly experimental. Dissonance and atonality, two of the 
characteristics of modern Jazz are much in evidence. The 
words and the forms range from the Indian raga and political 
satire (Taxman), to visions of an earthly Utopia (Yellow 
Submarine), and an allegory of the steri I ity of modern I ife 
(Eleanor Rigby). There is also no doubt that these selec­
tions are pretentious, uneven, and less than complete 
artistic successes. But the very fact that this album was 
produced by the epitome of popular adulation is enough to 
al low comment upon the directions that popular music may 
choose to take. 
"New" pop avenues, at Ieast as ta ken by the more 
talented proponents, do signify an attempt to foster a new 
sense of artistic taste and responsibi I ity. This is about 
al I that may be predicted. It is impossible to tel I the 
more specific directions that serious popular artists may 
take except to say that they wi I I most likely be experimen­
tal, keeping the blues background and the folk concept of 
the importance of lyrics. Even in its wi Iciest flights of 
fancy, po~ cannot supplant poetry as an esoteric experience, 
although rt may be as moving. Ideally, its function would 
be approximately the same -- to tel I a story or to suggest 
a mood. The I istener should experience a sense of involve­
ment with themes other than the usual "true love". The 
elevation of taste and art is currently the trend, and hope­




She was walking ugly, I ike 
no one ever saw her anymore 
and seeing her 
suddenly the screen 
into reruns 
switched from news. 
The thing to do was not 
stop her, and repeat my name 
which would mean nothing 
but I did: it did. 
It was that long ago 
and matters now. 
I hoped she'd know me, that 
she'd dig up anecdotes 
but al I she said was oh 
how nice 
and quickly what 
has happened to you al I these years. 
Nice old woman, how 
nice it is to stop, and chat 
about the vagueness while 
you try 
to place me as a kid. 
You can't. You only say goodbye. 
Goodbye. Goodbye. 
If you forget then who 
remembers me--
the day I wrote with chalk 
for you, my name 
big, proud, beautiful, and plain. 







The Orderly Man 
Dan lost his balance when the bus stopped and jostled 
some passengers near him. After making excuses he made his 
way to the rear exit through the jammed aisle. As the bus 
pulled away he rel it what was left of a cigar he had been 
chewing on since lunch break. It went out immediately. 
"Hotter' n he I I", he muttered. "Either hotter' n he I I 
or colder'n hel I -- typical Ohio". 
Dan spat tobacco juice in the curb and crossed the 
street. The sun glared from the oily asphalt, cement walks, 
and off shop windows. His shirt was soaked with perspira­
tion as was his forehead, and when he ran the back of his 
hand over his brow it came away wet. The street around him 
seemed alive as it jumped and danced in a mirage of heat and 
bri I I iant sunlight. Objects were so distorted it reminded 
him of swimming under water. 
He went in Meyer's Drugs. He had the beginnings of a 
headache and intended to get a smal I bottle of aspirin. Dan 
noticed a display rack of polaroid sunglasses while he 
broused and decided to get a pair. He blamed the sun for 
his headache, and maybe the polaroids would help as much as 
aspirin. 
Meyers' was busy fi I I ing a prescription in the back. 
"Be with you shortly, Dan". 
"Take your time", Dan said. He was standing by the 
swivel display of bestsellers, selected one and read the 
critical acclaims on the back. We' I I see if it's as good 
as al I that, he thought. Dan went from paperbacks to the 
magazine section and chose at random one of the many men's 
adventure magazines. He knew it didn't matter which one he 
got because they were al I the same; he would read them and 
throw them out. 
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After the books and magazines Dan got toothpaste and 
a bag of hard candy for Mrs. James, the widow who I ived In 
the same apartment. She had a seven year old daughter. Dan 
couldn't decide what to get her unti I he saw a box of yo­
yo's. He chose one with some decorative glass jewels and 
laid it down beside the cash register along with his other 
things. 
The druggist came up from the back. "How's it going, 
Dan"? 
"Okay. Got us working overt lme a Iot but the money I s 
good. No complaints". 
Meyers began to ring up the sale. "That do it"? 
Dan remembered cigars. "How about what's left of that 
box of Dutch Masters". 
Meyers rang that up and put everything in a bag. "You 
be at Mike's tonight, Dan? Bal !game's on T.V.". 
"I think so. Probably' 11 have to help tend bar. Yeah, 
I '11 be there". 
When Dan was outside he clipped the polaroids on over 
his regular glasses. He was pleased to see that they did 
cut down the glare. The glasses also produced the psycho­
logical effect of making it seem a I ittle cooler. However, 
it bothered him that everything looked unnatural and gray­
ish, like it was going to rain only of course there wasn't 
a cloud in the sky. Everything takes getting used to, he 
thought. 
Dan had another stop to make before going home. He had 
to check with Mike about what time he should come in if Mfke 
wanted him to work. Dan passed Ruben's fish market and 
bought a paper from a boy in front of the place. The smel I 
of fresh fish got him to thinking about supper. Dan I lked 
fish and it had been a while since he had any. 
Ruben was standing in the doorway with his arms folded, 
looking bored. Dan exchanged greetings with the owner and 
went to the open counter that displayed different varieties 
of fish on beds of ice. There were also buckets of oysters 
and clams to comp I iment the red snapper, sea trout, and 
half a doxen other salt water species. Dan had a hard time 
making his mind up, and was about to choose sea trout, when 
off to one side he saw some fresh water bass. 
"Where'd you get those?", Dan said pointing to the 
bass. 
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"Those? They come from Canada". 
"It's a good thing because you're not al lowed to buy 
or sel I freshwater gamefish in this state, you know". 
"Yeah, I found out about that the hard way last year. 
The damn law's had it in for me since, but I got proof these 
came from Canada". Ruben unfolded his arms and leaned 
against a barrel ful I of ice and I ittle tins of shrimp. 
"I' 11 take the smaller two", Dan said, indicating the 
ones he meant. Ruben laid them on a clean wooden block and 
wrapped them neatly. 
"That'I I be two twenty". 
Dan got two dollars from his wallet and the right 
change from his pocket. "Say, Ruben, would you mind keeping 
them on ice for awhile. 11 11 be back shortly". Ruben 
nodded yes and Dan left for Mike's. 
Pat and Jerry were the only customers in the place as 
it was stil I early. They were down at the far end drinking 
whisky and beer chasers. Mike was wiping table tops and 
then covering them with fresh red and white checked table­
cloths. His wife Lois was busy fil I i~g salt and pepper 
shakers. Dan smelled hot soup and chi Ii cooking in the 
kitchen awaiting the Friday night regulars and their fami­
lies who would come in later for supper and to watch the 
ba 11 game. 
"You going to need me tonight, Mike"? 
"Damn right. How soon can you be in"? 
Dan did some mental calculations that included walking 
to and from the tavern, taking a shower, changing clothes, 
and fixing his own supper. At the time his watch said near­
I y five thirty. 
"I ' I I be in by seven or a I i tt I e after". 
"Can't make it sooner, can you? We' 11 probably be 
rushed as he I I I ' I I bet". 
"I doubt it. Seven's about as early as I can make it". 
Mike said, "Okay", and "Christ, isn't it hot". 
Dan went behind the bar and got six smal I seven-ups for 
the James' and marked them on his bill. "See you later". 
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He went back to Ruben's and got his fish. Ruben was 
waiting on another customer so Dan just motioned goodby. 
Dan cut down an alley to save a I ittle time. The sun­
glasses did nothing to disguise the smel I of open garbage 
cans and animal excrement. The smel I almost gagged him, and 
he breathed through his mouth as much as possible. Tiny 
bits of broken glass crunched under his shoes. 
Finally he was out of the alley and on his own street. 
The fourth house down to the right was where he stayed. It 
was an old turn of the century mansion with a rusty wrought 
iron fence around it. Children like to play on the fence, 
and it was sagging in places. Their feet had worn most of 
the grass away in the yard, and when it rained the yard re­
sembled a pig sty. 
Two negro children and a very dirty white youngster 
were pul I ing each other in a wagon in front of the gate. 
Dan gave them each a piece of candy, then went inside. The 
stairs leading to his apartment creaked and bowed under his 
weight. 
His hands were ful I, and it was somewhat difficult 
getting the door open, but he did and dumped his things on 
the kitchen table. He took a large ski I let and put it on 
the stove with the burner low. Dan took care to clean the 
fish thoroughly over the sink. He broke an egg in a bowl, 
beat it, and crumbled in some crackers for a batter. He 
coated each fish thickly with the stuff and set them to fry 
in the already hot ski I let. After that he boiled water for 
coffee and sliced a cold tomato. While the fish were frying 
Dan went to the bedroom, stripped, and put on a I ight bath­
robe. He kicked the heavy workshoes into a corner and re­
placed them with a pair of I ight moccasins. 
Once more in the kitchen he turned the fish and set his 
table. The smel I of frying fish reminded him of old times 
with his brother and friends on fishing trips, but those 
times were long ago when they were young, together, and free 
to do anything. 
"Where do time and friends get to", he said to himself. 
Dan jabbed the fish with a fork and decided they were done. 
He lifted them out gently with a spatula and put them on a 
plate. The bass tasted I ike he remembered they did. 
After supper Dan lit a fresh cigar and poured a large 
glass of red table wine. As he sat there drawing on the 
cigar and sipping the wine, he felt contented and at peace 
with himself. He watched some birds chase each other in and 
out of the branches of the elm tree next door. The wine 
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began to take hold, and he wished he could sit there I ike 
that in that frame of mind instead of having to go tend bar. 
T~e meal was stil I warm in his stomach and, coupled with the 
wine, the overal I effect was lethargy. It took a real 
effort to get up out of the chair and clear away the table. 
He stacked the dishes in the sink for tomorrow, went to the 
bathroom, and had a hot shower that neutralized the wine. 
After showering, shaving, and changing clothes, he 
took the candy and other things downstairs. He knocked on 
the door but got no answer. He let himself in. There was 
a note. It said, "Carol and I have gone shopping. Stop 
by after work." 
Dan read It a second time. It didn't say much, but it 
said enough. He folded the note and stuck it in his pocket. 
It was a few minutes before seven when he got to 
Mike'~· A family was eating in a side booth, Pat and Jerry 
were 1n the same places, Mike was in the back having his own 
dinne~ wh!le his wife tended bar. Dan grabbed a fresh apron 
and tied 1t securely around his middle. He wiped the bar 
dry, then arranged the drinking glasses in proper order. 
Single shots, doubles, short and large draft glasses and 
other types had their correct places. He had those places 
memorized, and when it was busy al I he had to do was reach 
behind him and he had whatever kind he wanted. 
Old Mrs. Barton came in and sat near the middle of the 
bar. From the way she walked in Dan guessed Mike's wasn't 
her first stop of the night. 
"Same thing", she said. 
Dan drew a short draft and poured a double shot of Echo 
Springs. When he gave her change back, she muttered some­
thing he couldn't make out. She smelled of cheap perfume or 
maybe expensive perfume but whatever kind she used too much 
and it made her smel I I ike some of the prostitutes that cam~ 
in the place, or used to come in the place before Mike 
cracked down. 
Business was picking up. Four couples came in and 
Lois took their order. On her way back to the kitchen, she 
stopped by the bar and told Dan, "Three drafts, four seven­
sevens and a coke". Those drinks were a snap, but sooner or 
Iater Dan knew someone wou Id want a "s Ii ng" or a "zombie" 
and really tie things up. He was glad Mike's was just a 
neighborhood type place, one where the customers preferred 
straight beer and whisky for the most part. 
A youngish looking man with an attractive woman in her 
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forties entered together. The tables and booths were al I 
taken. They started to make their way out but the woman saw 
two empty places at the bar near Dan's end. Dan recognized 
her right off and wondered what she was doing out with what 
looked like someone at least ten years younger than herself. 
"He 11 o, Danny". 
"Hi, Shiela. What're you drinking?" 
"Oh I' I I have a whisky sour, and John here 1 11 have the 
same". The young man nodded yes to that and as Dan turned 
to mix the drinks Dan heard him say to Shiela, "You know the 
guy"? 
Dan mixed the drinks; yes, she knows the guy, he 
thought. He set the whisky sours down and said, "A buck and 
a half". The young guy made a show of paying for the drinks 
with a twenty. He could have used the five right next to 
the twenty but it was obvious he was trying to impress some­
body only Dan couldn't decide who - himself, Shiela, or the 
people sitting around them. 
Pat stood on a chair and turned on the T.V.; it was 
time for the ballgame. Several of the men left their wives 
and took their drinks closer to the television. Pat had 
some trouble getting the picture to come in properly. Dan 
helped him bring it in just as the catcher was throwing the 
bal I down to second base. 
"How've you been, Danny"? 
"I've· been getting along". He didn't ask about her 
because he really didn't care anymore -- it had been that 
long. He remembered though. He remembered they had nearly 
been married, but Shiela al I of a sudden decided that would 
be dul I and uneventful. He tried to bring back how she 
looked once only his mind was so attuned to the present he 
couldn't think back that tar. He did remember her as quite 
pretty, maybe even beautiful. He stared at her for an in­
stant. She was better than average tor a woman of her age, 
he thought, but that was al I. 
"Danny, I was sorry to hear about your mother Iast 
year. She and always got along, you know." 
"She'd been sick for a long time, Shiela. Maybe she's 
better off." He knew they got on we I I because somehow or 
another Shiela had persuaded his mother that he was the 
cause of their breaking up. 
Dan's estimation of Shiela had fallen lower and lower 
as he had come to hear of some of her questionable relation­
ships. She had been married twice he knew, once to a smal I 
time gangster who deserted her for places unknown. The last 
time he had seen her was at a class reunion several years 
back. She did come alone as did Dan, but she didn't leave 
that way. Right now she was talking about old times. Dan 
felt sorry tor her and a I ittle peeved at her escort who was 
no doubt out to see what he could get off the old girl. 
Her date was becoming restless and uncomfortable if 
appearances are anything. He smoked cigarette after cigar­
ette and kept brushing his hair back out of his eyes. While 
Dan was drawing a pitcher of beer he heard the young man 
say, "Let's get out of here over to my place". 
Shiela said no, that she I iked it where she was. Her 
date seemed to fly into a rage when she said no. He yelled, 
"Why you old bitch. You don't think 11m going to buy you 
drinks al I night for nothing, do you?" 
She slapped him hard. The young man's face was livid 
red from a combination of rage, Shiela's hand, and most of 
al I, embarrassment. He tried to leave but a drunk thinking 
himself a noble defendent of women's honor grabbed him. 
"Now you go back and apologize to the lady buddy, you 
better". 
He refused and the drunk drew back on him, but the 
young man knew how to defend himself. He was quicker and 
swung first landing a flow square on the nose. At that 
several of the drunk's friends were ready to give the young 
fellow what for only Dan had stood enough. He came from in 
back of the bar. 
"Let him go", he said to the man who had the young 
man's arms pinned. 
"What"! 
"I said, let him go". Dan's eyes were fierce and ful I 
of anger not at any of those men, or the man with a bloody 
nose, or even the young man who had stuck the blow. He 
looked at Shiela and then back again. "Just let him go 
please". 
They released him, and he wasted no time getting out. 
Dan went behind the bar and poured himself a double. As a 
rule he seldom if ever used whisky, but he let this be an 
exception. 
"What were you trying to do bringing him in here? You 
JI 
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don't know ~e anymore. It's nothing now, don't you under­
stand?" 
"Oh Dan, Dan, I'm sorry". Shiela got down off the bar 
stool, started to say something else but didn't. She look­
ed at the floor for a second, then left. 
As she went out Dan bit his lip. He wished the night 
would get over. There was that late cup of coffee with Mrs. 
James to look forward to. At least the days end on a high 
note, he thought. 
Mrs. Barton coughed and knocked over her glass. The 
bar was quiet after the trouble, and the sound of the glass 
being upset was louder than It might have been. It made 
everyone aware of just how st! I I it was. It wasn't a few 
moments before they began to talk and drink as before the 
trouble started. 
"The same", she said. 
--Bob Rowlands 
And the Cradle Will Fall 
·A Book Review 
Back in the dark ages, when I was a girl and a bit, 
went with a boy who was a card-carrying communist. He 
flashed that membership card in his empty wallet at every 
opportunity. It was not that Jimmy Brennan was so attrac­
tive--the mark of a non-conformist in those days was an 
heroic resistance to bathing or paying for a meal--but that 
he was the most exciting thing around. He was exciting be­
cause he could articulate the rebel I iousness we al I felt, 
and he had the sheer nerve not only to talk but to do some­
thing about it. I sat with the other girls in the beer 
parlors, al I of us Florence Nightingales to the spiritual 
wounds of college boys back from fighting a too-long war 
that ended with a bang, not a whimper. The prevai I Ing 
philosophy was "what the hell", and Jimmy explained that he 
joined the Communist Party because nobody much was any damn 
good in this world, and the end was in sight--if, in fact, 
it hadn't happened already--and he didn't have the talent 
to write a book about it. 
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The years went by--a good many of them--and the world 
stil I survived in spite of Strontium 90 and George Orwel 1. 
We rebels asserted ourselves in fearless childbirth, keep­
ing prayer out of the schools, campaigning for Stevenson, 
and reading Vance Packard. 
And now, in 1965, with a little leisure reading time 
on my hands, I find that the young men in current fiction 
who uo have the talent to write books are stil I rebel I Ing, 
stillputting the people down, and sti I I predicting the end 
of the world. One of late crop of satirical disasters 
(interpret that however you I ike) is cal led Cat's Cradle, 
by Kurt Vonnegut, Jr., writing out of an old house on Cape 
Cod, in between spreads in Life magazine. 
Cat's Cradle is the humorous story of a quest for the 
meaning of I ife and death by a young author, the book's 
first-person hero. He is researching to find out what some 
important Americans had been doing on the day the first 
atomic bomb was dropped on Hiroshima, Japan. This hook upon 
which the novel is hung is forgotten as soon as the oddbal I 
fam i I y of the deceased "father" of the bomb is introduced. 
From then on are paraded before the reader a succession of 
American and Latin American stereotypes, in al I their con­
ventional, over-satirized trappings. The setting moves 
from the laboratories devoted to pure scientific research 
in an upstate New York vi I I age to a benign Caribbean island 
dictatorship with its hypocritical double-standard of 
morality. 
The character types are drawn with a delightful cutting 
precision, although they seem self-conscious with the re­
sponsibility of being symbols for al I of their kind. The 
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vacuous stenographer of a 11 stenographers "ransacks her mind 
for something to say, finding nothing in it but used Kleenex 
and costume jewelry". The mass of factory workers is typi­
fied as "a winded, defeated-looking fat woman in filthy 
covera 11 s" who "hated peop I e who thought too much". She 
strikes the author "at that moment, as an appropriate repre­
sentative for almost al I mankind". There are two gentle 
intellectuals, persecuted because they discovered that 
"Americans are forever searching for Iove in forms it never 
takes, in places it can never oe ... having something to do 
with the vanished frontier". We listen to the twanging 
narrow-minded American businessman's solution for juvenile 
del inquency--"String up a few teen-age car thieves on lamp­
posts in front of their houses with signs around their necks 
saying, 'Mama, here's your boy'. Do that a few times and I 
think ignition locks would go the way of the rumble seat and 
the running board." The research scientist is categorized 
as an ivory-tower kook (which a few are, but most aren't, 
belonging to the P.T.A. and mowing their grass on Saturday 
I ike the rest of us). The warmest character in the book is 
the pragmatic philanthropist who runs a native hospital on 
the island. "In case you run across Or. Schweitzer in your 
trave Is", he says, "you might te I I him that he is not my 
hero". 
Mr. Vonnegut, Jr., invents a pagan religion, Bokonono­
nism, into which he pours his own "profound" amorality. Its 
main tenet seems to be the ancient "eat, drink, and be merry, 
for tomorrow we die" theme. Nothing is as it seems; life is 
based on "harmless untruths that make you brave and kind and 
healthy and happy". The history of the world is the "his­
tory of human stupidity", and the best man can do is to 
"thumb his nose" at God, who in turn will "just smile and 
nod". The author's contrived "end-of-the-world" device, 
suggesting his condemnation of the selfish irresponsibi I ity 
of the pure scientist, is an unemotional--"what the hel I" 
again--solution to what seems to him the trivial social, 
political, and religious problems of mankind. 
The redeeming feature of the book to the reader wishing 
he had not wasted his time is the author's ability to con­
struct a breezy, fast-moving narrative, and his use of the 
English language in correct grammatical forms. 
In satirizing al I the standard objects of satire-­
dozens of them--in a short hundred ninety seven pages of 
sil I iness, is not Mr. Vonnegut perhaps satirizing satire? 
I hope so; because if this is the case, he has written a 
very funny book. 
Mary Lou Plummer 
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A Quiet Sunday in the Suburbs 
At a primeribbed Sabbath dinner the Methodist eats his way 
through a seven course diatribe 
Spearing Catholics I ike potatoes for having a foreign Pope 
And spreading Presbyterians on bread for their higher 
steeples 
A Jew for dessert for kil I ing a Christ they never knew or 
wou Id know 
And outside, at the steps of their church, Jeremiah shouts 
above the power mower and baseball game: 
"Hearken unto the voice of the Lord!" 
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A Quiet Monday in the Suburbs 
i 
Ripping and snorting the steel sided monster thrashed 
through brush 
Insensibly turning stone into dirt and dirt into Bottom clay 
Lifting agaonized dust covered eyes blindly to the I ight 
And back down the revetment to the task at hand. 
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It stands quietly now, toeing a skul I dug out of the black 
loam 
Unsure of whether to grin back or crush it once again into 
the soi I 
And perhaps unleash the revengful spirits of long dead 
warriors. 
We wi I I cal I this street Indian Head Lane. 
- -Mike Shackman 
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Requiem tor aMoral Man 
The third secretary of the American embassy in Manila 
was sweating profusely. Humid heat wrapped him in a hot 
damp fog. And now this perfidious correspondent! The nerve 
of the man, pushing his way past the girl in the outer 
office. Why had the correspondent showed up tbe very moment 
Mr. Secretary was gathering together the effects of the 
deceased? 
"But I tel I you, this kid down by the river told me 
the stiff was wearing a high school ring. Why would a 
middle aged, very rich American get fished out of the Pasig 
river wearing a high school ring? It just doesn't add up," 
the correspondent said. 
Mr. Secretary regarded the man with distaste . He 
hated newspaper people as a breed, suspicious, irreverent 
men who went around in dirty khaki shorts and spelled in­
corrent I y the names of prominent Fi I i pi nos. "Your source 
was simply misinformed. After you've been here awhile, 
you' I I find these slum children wi I I say anything for a few 
pesos. No doubt he offered his sister to you for a price 
also." 
The correspondent I ooked disgusted. "No, he di dn I t 
offer his sister to me. Now, are you tel I ing me that Harold 
Maitland was not wearing a high school ring when he was 
pu I I ed out?" 
"Decidedly not", the secretary answered emphatically. 
The correspondent shifted from one foot to the other. 
He leaned across the desk to point a finger at Mr. Secre­
tary. "Then how wou·ld this kid know that there was 'C.H . S. 1 
and 1 1941 1 on the outside of the ring"? 
"Perhaps he just made that up to sucker you into more 
money. You have al I the information we have on Mr . Mait­
land's unfortunate - ah - accident . Bodies decompose rapid­
ly in the tropics. There were no visible signs of violence. 
We do not know how he got into the river . He was identified 
by the clothes he was wearing. Now, if you wil I please 
Ieave, I have work to do . " 
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The correspondent leaned back and fished a cigarette 
out of his pocket. He placed it in his mouth, and lighted 
a ma-tch by drawing it against the so I e of his shoe. "Yeah, 
I read the official report. But believe me, I'm not satis­
fied. It is known that Maitland was not wearing a ring when 
he got off tb.e p I ane." His eyes searched tb.e Secretary's 
face for agreement. 
Mr. Secretary, sensing a trap, tgnored the statement. 
His hands lay cl inched in his lap. The palm of hts left 
hand was wet, marked in spots from the imprint of a ring. 
"lf there are any further developments in the case we wi II 
let you know. We do our best to cooperate. However, you 
realize that when a prominent American ts found dead under 
mysterious circumstances, it always puts a stratn on rela­
tions between the two countries. We do not want this unfor­
tunate accident to be blown up with a lot of sensational ism 
in the press in the States. I appeal to you as a fellow 
American •.. " 
"Yeah, yeah, yeah", the correspondent satd as he 
scratched his head with a penc i I . "A I I you striped pants 
boys talk alike. Wei I, I' 11 let it go now, but 11m sti 11 
curious about that ring •.. and I intend to find out." Put­
ting the penci I on his ear, he walked out of the office. 
Mr. Secretary closed his eyes rnomentartly, then glanced 
down at the incriminating ring in his palm. What to do 
about it? Why did Maitland have the blasted ring on his 
finger? Why did he have the ring at al I? Could it have 
been in his luggage when he arrived? And if the ring went 
back to the States, would there be questions raised there 
too? Maitland had money, lots of it, enough to send prying 
relatives, or investigators to Manila to find out. Mr. 
Secretary put the ring in his coat pocket. He felt a tre­
mendous need for a drink. Perhaps after a cool Gimlet he 
could think better. 
One week prior to the conversation between the American 
correspondent and the harried "State" man, Harold Maitland 
was sitting on a smal I balcony of his fourth floor suite at 
the Mani la Hotel. In his lap were a series of financial re­
ports of his various companies. When he came out on the 
balcony he had the best intentions of reading the reports. 
But the splendor of the tropical sun setting in the South 
China Sea mesmerized him. At his side was a "Tom Col I ins" 
and a bottle of suntan lotion. He reached down for the lo­
tion, and smeared some on his head. What folly to walk 
around this city al I day without a hat! Surely, he should 
know better .. His Nordic blondness was parched a brtght red. 
The telephone in his room rang, but he chose to ignore 
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It. The Defense Department, whl~h had requested he make 
this trip to Saigon to study port fact I ities for his recom­
mendations, seemed to feel ne needed a wet nurse to get him 
around. Minor bureaucrats kept popping up with obsequious 
smiles to ask him if they could be of help. Wei I, he didn't 
need a guide to Manila. He may have been away twenty years, 
but Manila was basically the same city, beautiful, lush, 
dirty and sensual. 
Sti I I ignoring the insistent telephone, he went into 
his room for a pair of binoculars. Back again on the bal­
cony he trained t hem on the bustling Manila port. Ah, it 
was different twenty years ago. Rotting hulks of ships lay 
on the bottom of the bay, only their masts showing above the 
water. On the docks were huge pi I es of tw.l sted meta I makl ng 
ugly mountains. He had walked for hours up and down this 
port. The memory of hundreds of Filipinos squatting in the 
sun passed his mind, each man picking up one piece of metal, 
passing it to another, in a long chain to the last man who 
put it in a truck. Only in the Orient would there be cheap 
labor I ike that. The smal I plant at home on the I I I inois 
prairie would be his some day. Why not convert that plant 
from making farm tractors to making port machinery, huge 
cranes to do the work performed by those sweating brown men. 
On this idea he had bui It a fortune. 
He crossed over to the other side of the balcony and 
trained the binoculars towards Dewey Blvd., now renamed 
Roxas Blvd. The stately houses with their Jush gardens, 
and the exuberent night clubs made a pleasing sight. The 
bri I I iant sun reflected in the many windows of an apartment 
house making smal I rainbows of color. He cought a fleeting 
glance of a woman taking off a slip. Unconsciously, he 
noticed the woman took of her slip exactly as Muriel, his 
wife, did. He felt a sudden pang of gui It. He generally 
took Muriel on his trips. She was pleasant company, and he 
was proud of her. But Mani la was something special. Manila 
was the city of his youth. He could not reclaim it, but he 
did not wish to share it with his wife. 
The binoculars picked out the Admiral Apartments, and 
beyond the Admiral, yes, It was there. He could distinguish 
the wall around the compound, the majestic wrought iron 
gates. The wal I bared sight of the grounds, but he could 
distinguish the red ti led roof of Mah-Jong's momument to 
sensual pleasure. Mah-Jong, the black pearl of the Orient. 
In those chaste wal Is Mah-Jong trained girls to be the 
courtesans of the wealthiest men in Asia. Suppose Mei-I ing 
was stil I there? 
Mei-I ing, with the porcel in skin and the almond eyes, 
... the first time they met in a I inen store on the Realta .•. 
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she showed him how foolish he was to pay the Chinaman's 
first price ... their secret meetings in his tiny apartment ... 
Mei-I ing, the Chinese-Fil ipina mestiza with the tiniest feet 
he nad ever seen ... her habit of taking I ittle personal 
things of his ..•Memories washed over him ... His shock to 
learn she was one of Hah-Jong's girls ... but she was virgin 
when ... And that last night after the wire cal I ing him home ... 
His confrontation with Mah-Jong, her towering rage ...Mah­
Jong didn't know of their affair ... her black eyes fi I led 
with hate, she had refused the lovers even to say goodby ... 
Perhaps it was better that way ... After al I, it was a closed 
chapter ... Mei-1 ing, a tiny pebble in the river of his life. 
A knock sounded at the door. Thinking it room service, 
Maitland opened the door to find a eager young American face 
greeting him. Maitland cursed to himself. 
"Mr. Maitland?", the young man, impeccably dressed in 
tropical whites, asked. 
"Yes . 
"I 1m Jim Abernathy from "State". I've been trying to 
get you on the phone. I just wondered if there was some­
thing we cou Id do wh i I e you were in Mani I a to make your trip 
more enjoya b I e." 
Maitland shook Abernathy's hand. "Thank you, that's 
nice of you. Won't you come in and have a drink?" 
Abernathy crossed the room, and sat down on a rattan 
couch, as Maitland put ice in a glass. He poured in the gin 
and said, "Say, there is something my wife wants. She's 
been shopping for an eighteen-by-twenty blue Chinese rug. 
I suppose they're hard to find since the Chinese won't let 
their peop I e make them anymore." 
Young Abernathy's brow creased into a frown. "Yes, 
they're no longer sold in the stores, here. Even the 
Chinese don't have them. Of course you understand those 
avai Iable are al I used." 
"Oh, yes, I know", Maitland said, as he offered the 
drink. "I thought you might know of some place I could pick 
one up". 
"Wei I, there is one source here when you want some­
thing hard to find." 
"What's that?" Maitland said, as he sipped his drink. 
"I hest itate to say, Sir. You see the party is 
thoroughly disreputable, but, well, able to deliver." 
"You must mean Mah-Jong." 
Abernathy's face showed amazement. "You know about 
her?" 
"Oh, yes", Maitland said, concealing a smile. "You 
see, I was here twenty years ago. I see she's sti I I in 
business." 
Abernathy crossed h Is Iegs. "I imagine there's a I ways 
a demand for her - ah - product, shal I we say. Then too, 
she knows most of the influential men in Asia, at least 
that's what they say. 
"Wei I, do you think you cou Id arrange ·an interview for 
me?" 
Despite himself the young man blushed. He rose abruptly 
and said, "1'11 do my best, Sir". Swiftly he drank his drink 
and left, a slightly puzzled expression on his face. 
Abernathy proved to be an efficient public servant. 
That evening Maitland waited for Mah-Jong in one of her 
beautiful sitting rooms. The furnishing were a combination 
of exquisite French, English, and Chinese antiques. Only 
the deep, soft couches In pink satin were modern. While 
waiting, Maitland walked around the room admiring the beauti­
ful Chinese porcelaines, and Ming vases. 
"Ah, Mr. Maitl·and, so nice of you to come". A voice 
behind murmured. 
Mah-Jong had come into the room so quietly, he had not 
heard her. She was wearing a long gown of red Chinese silk. 
Her hair, sti I I black, was pulled back severely from her 
face and fashioned in a bun at the neck. There was a Spanish 
comb covered with black pearls thrust into the bun of hair. 
Remarkably, her Chinese face was scarcely I ined. At first 
glance she was a tiny handsome woman, but her eyes were beads 
of hard b I ack meta I. 
Maitland walked over to her and shook her hand. "I 
don't imagine you remember me •.. " he began. 
"But of course I do", she inter-rupted. "You were Mei­
i ing's friend. How wel I I remember. Now won't you stt 
down. The young man said you were interested in a rug. Now 
was that your true purpose in com t ng?" 
Her directness made him feel uneasy. She motioned him 
towards one of the soft pink couches, while she sat down on 
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a black teak chair. Her elbows rested on the arms of the 
chair. Her fingers interlaced, the two-inch nails bending 
over like claws on a bird. 
She stood up and walked over to the wal I and pressep a 
bel I. Promptly a young Chinese in a w~ite coat appeared. 
"Bring in some refreshments for our guest", she told 
the boy. Turning her head towards Maitland, she smiled a 
dry, mirthless smf le and said, "We can discuss ~usiness 
later. First, we must have a I tttle visit. After al I It 
has been a long time ... " 
"About twenty years ... " 
"And you have gotten very rich •.• " She said it as a 
statement, without emotion or admiration. 
Maitland moved uneasily on the couch. "Since 11m here, 
wou I d I i ke to ask ... " 
"About -Me i-1 i ng?" 
The fingers opened, then closed. "What Ts It you wish 
to know?" 
"Is she here?" 
"No, Mei-I ing has been gone a long time. You know I 
was very angry with you. Mei-I ing had a somewhat sheltered 
childhood. I was preparing her for her I ife's work. Then 
you came along, and ruined it all." 
This coming from someone of Mah-Jong's reputation made 
Maitland flush in anger, but he kept quiet. 
The house-boy brought in a beautiful old Spanish 
si Iver tray laden with food and bottles. Mah-Jong poured 
out a drink for Mai t Iand. "This is a spec i a I i ty of the 
Orient. You must try it." 
The drink tasted cool and refreshing. Mah-Jong ques­
tioned him about his business. He found a great deal of 
pleasure tel ltng of his success. He had left Mainila a 
poor discharged soldier not long out of high school. Now 
he was rich and wel I known. Mah-Jong was a stimulating 
conversationalist. Her grasp of the politics of the East 
was phenomenal. Twice during the evening two beautiful 
girls came in to speak quietly with her. Once again Mait­
land was strock with the easy fluid grace of Oriental women. 
They facinated him with their tiny rounded bodies. Each 
time a girl smiled his way he felt his blood surge. 
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Mah-Jong kept fil J Ing his wine glass. He was having 
trouble fol lowing the conversation. He asked if one of the 
girls could come back. They were so lovely. Mah-Jong 
smiled Knowingly and went to press the bel I. When the girl 
appeared, Mah-Jong left the room. For a moment Maitland 
was disappointed. The girl was Eurasian, and larger than 
the true Orienta I. But when he looked into the facinating 
almond eyes, and felt the girl's satiny flesh, Maitland no 
Ionger ca red ... 
Later Maitland woke up cold on a silk sheeted bed. It 
was stll I night. He turned on a I ight and stumbled towards 
the bath room. He was violently sick, and his head was 
spl tting. He came back into the room and looked for his 
clothes. It was then he saw something in the hollow of the 
pl I low on the bed. It was a ring. He picked it up ginger­
ly. It was black and gold. On the outside was, "1941", 
and "C.H.S.", and inside was his name, "Harold Maitland". 
He slipped the ring on his finger. With an unpleasant 
feeling bothering him, he went over to the wal I and pressed 
a be 11. 
"Ah, Mr. Maitland, I see you are awake". It was Mah­
Jong. 
"Why was this ring of mine here?" Maitland demanded. 
"I thought it only fitting you should get it back", 
she rep I I ed acid Iy. 
"Then why didn't you give it to me last night. 
remember now Mei-I ing took it. Is this some sort of Chinese 
puzzle. Are you trying to play games with me?" 
Maitland sat down on the bed heavily. His head felt 
like it was going to burst. "You must have drugged me too". 
"I didn't force you to drink, Mr. Maitland. Mei-I ing 
gave me that ring before she died. She said if you ever 
came back, she wanted you to have it." 
"She died! Why didn't you say so?" 
"You never asked, you never asked". The cold black 
eyes looked at him with contempt. "Yes, she died in child­
birth ... the girl child was too big. The Doctor saved the 
chi Id, but Mei-I ing died. 
Somewhere in the back of his clouded mind some dark 
point of truth kept reaching for recognition. It darted 
past his consciousness, but Maitland pushed it back. The 
effort made him sick. He vomited on the pink satin couch. 
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Mah-Jong sat down in a straight black chair. "I did 
not think you cared that much about Mei-I ing ••• especial ly 
the way you deserted her". 
Maitland wiped his mouth with the cuff of his shirt. 
"And the chi Id, I suppose you kept her"? 
"Certain I y, I wou Id not abandon a chi Id". A bitter 
smile creased her face. 
Again the thought reached for recognition. Again he 
beat It down, squeezing his eyes together with the effort. 
A question wished to be formed. Maitland would not let it 
form. 
In a hushed voice Maitland whispered, "Last night, that 
girl, - who was she? I don't remember much." 
"It's just as wel I. You have your ring now, you can 
leave. If you sti I I want a rug, contact Fu Wong, on 
Humphery's Avenue, Kowloon, Hong Kong." 
"You've got to tel I me"! Maitland's face was ashen. 
" I 'm a mo ra I man" . 
" A mora I man! You and your western mora I i ty. You 
kil I, yes, you kil I with neglect. And you sit there and 
tel I me you're a moral man. You' I I never know! A moral 
man!" She drew back her head and laughed, a dry, cruel 
harsh laugh. 
Maitland rose I ike an unleashed gorilla, his arms 
hanging loose at his sides. Quickly he leaped at Mah-Jong. 
She raised her claw fingers towards his face. The black 
eyes bored into his. Suddenly he dropped his hands, and 
fel I back on the bed. In short quick steps Mah-Jong left 
the room. 
Maitland put his head in his hands, and sobbed. 
Someone knocked at the door. 
"Come in", Maitland said. 
The door opened and the house-boy slipped in. 
"Wei I"? 
The boy shifted uneasily, then said, "Madame Mah-Jong, 
she say you owe one hundred dollars, U.S., no pesos." 
It was the final indignity. 
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Jim Abernathy, of "State" sat in a night club along 
Roxas Blvd, and reviewed in his mind the finding of a 
Mani I la pol ice report. The pol ice had picked up a carametta 
driver flashing a wallet with a large number of American 
dollars. The driver claimed he had taken an American to one 
of the bridges over the Pasig river. The American had then 
taken from his wallet a large number of smal I cards. Accor­
ding to the driver, having disposed of the cards by throwing 
them in the river, the American had then given the wallet 
and the money to the driver. 
Abernathy got up from his seat and walked across the 
street to the sea wal I along Mani la Bay. He continued along 
the sea wal I to the fartherest point where it juts into the 
water. From his pocket, he took the ring of the late Harold 
Maitland, and threw it as far as he could into the bay. It 
made the tiny splash of a pebble in a river. 
--S. Newton Bennet 
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A Letter to Thomas Becket, Archbishop of Canterbury 
From Henry II, King of England 
0 Thomas O Thomas O Thomas 
Why do you not come to me? 
I am weary, 
and the castle is huge, 
and I am alone. 
Surely the Archbishop 
must come to the king. 
The women don't trust you. 
They say you are a clever man; 
they say you are my enemy. 
But what have they given me? 
You have given me 
everything of merit. 
Merit. What a hard word 
for love. 
I have always mistrusted words. 
But your words were extracted 
from your flesh, 
but yet, you spoke so easily. 
Damn it al I. Canterbury 
isn't that far. 
Come to me! 
I can picture you, 
but I want to touch you. 
I need your warmth. 
The castle is quite cold. 
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Who am I? 
Surely I am more 
than the King of England. 
Surely I am more 
than your friend. 
If I were more certain 
of who I am 
would I love you so? 
Come to me, Thomas 
--Wi 11 iam Harris 
When you I ived in the castle, 
I would go to your room. 
When I wouldn't find you there, 
I would swear to myself 
that I would only look in the next room. 
But I would go from room, 
to room, to room, to room. 
The castle is so huge. 
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The Graduate 
Donning old black slacks, 
and tennis shoes, 
and fading sweatshirt 
from OSU 
the new Mrs. swears 
that March the 8th 
is the first day of spring. 
Lured by warm, window-filtered sun 
and the dream of vital air, 
she reflects, 
in cigarettes, 
w h i I e s i tt i n g on 
the concrete walk 
against the red-brick wal I. 
She finds it strange 
that spring concrete 
should freeze I ike an ice-cold 
bedpan . 
The cigarettes pol lute 
and are somewhat less 
than tasty, 
but they wi I I burn 
through summer and fal I 
then drop into winter 
as snow violations . 
The only voices heard 
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are talking of dents 
and car insurance 
a couple houses down. 
A col I ie chases his mongrel daughter 
down the street, 
While two swans pose behind a neighbor's 
"FOR SALE" sign. 
Aluminum juts from rooftops 
I ike the artificial shrubs 
jut from the occassional ground. 
The weekday cars are the older models. 
Possessed for one year, 
they are the closest thing to sentiment. 
Empty black mai I boxes 
await empty letters, 
bi I Is, and advertisements. 
Wearing old black slacks, 
and tennis shoes, 
and fading sweatshirt 
from OSU 
the new Mrs. counts 
(not counting the corners) 
12 brick houses, 
each a monument 
to matriculation. 
--Gary Kissi ck 
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Walking the Covered Bridges 
Hard slam and over-slam echoes 
From across the wal I. Jack hammers 
And cranes, chopping then slow. 
I stand bent to the watch hole, the lure 
Of the sounds grab me and them: 
The men with their ties and soft hats . 
We watch 
the stee I sku I I ed and beer fat 
Machine men sweat in their green 
T. shirts. Sweat and break fingers on hammer handles 
And picks. The generators hurl juice to the roots 
Of steel. The concrete blood, white, wild 
And thickening in its red painted flow, 
Becomes the wal Is ..•. 
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I turn, sweat dripping from the corners 
Of my eyes--salt and dust--The ties and soft 
Hats sink into the broken walk, white shirts 
And holed shoes run wet, fil I ing the cracks up 
Red. The throb of blood jumps in my wrists 
And neck. I push away from plywood 
Into the half-dark of the wooden bridge 
That runs empty. Its floor a good 
Lay of canvas above the new-dug pit 
Now strewn with grey structural rods 
And blue painted tools . 
Spinning in the dark, eyes closed, 
Then I grip the rai I .••• 
And stop. 
iii 
The sound of the brook, 
the loosely nailed 
Boa1rds ab·ove, the uneasy floor. 
Twigs crack beneath my feet, 
Twigs that fell from the slow, slow wagons. 
Fel I as the horses carried them through 
The covered bridge, across the greasy water. 
Dark and damp and old, old. 
I n the stream 
Red Ieaves sa i I I i ke s I avers 
To ferti I ize, to banks of dark, dark dirt. 
And the jack hammers boom awake . 
--Earl Butler 
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The Piano Player, 
The Bass, 
and Me 
The old man ate of the fruit of the tree of knowledge 
and died. Before he gasped his last gasp I leaned over his 
dried I i ps and warched them form the word: "Peoria". 
So, as a tribute to the Grand Master, we played two 
choruses of "Peorta", the last twelve bars in dirge tempo , 
and then we packed our instruments and went out the door . 
He would be found the next day, or the day after, by the 
postman, or by a stray cat, and they would bury him down by 
the river where He always wanted to be . There was no hurry . 
The nights were cool. There was never any hurry and the 
nights were always cool in those days. 
Before we left we emptied out His pockets and took al I 
His dead beer bottles back to the grocery and with the 
$17.85 we took a train that was going someplace, the piano 
player, the bass, and me. 
That someplace was Utica, New York. And we played up 
and down Gennessee Street when we got there that deathless 
day, and we played for the cops in the jai I that night. But 
another day had gone by and the world had not come to an end, 
and our be I I i es were fu I I, even if it was bean soup, so that 
night we played for al I the false arrests , for al I the un­
convicted felons, for the hushed up gambling , and the not so 
hushed up cat house industry. The tears ran down their 
cheeks that night, and in the morning they put us on the 
milk train to Rome; the piano player, the bass, and me. 
When in Rome, we did as the Romans did, and had hot 
Polish sausages for breakfast and ran I ike hel I when they 
brought out the check . We stopped in front of the Rome 
Brass Works and watched the people come to work . What a 
lovely lot of Poles. Big Poles , and I ittle Poles , fat Poles 
and skinny Poles, and the sight of a l I those lovely Poles 
made us think of music, so we played for them out in front 
of the Rome Brass Works . And the piano player didn't have 
a piano so he sang and passed my mute I ike a hat . And we 
were so good that we made money. We played music that they 
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would understand, tributes to the birth of their republic, 
salutes to their president and to their brave cavalry, until 
it was time for them to go into the plant to make casings 
for high explosive shel Is. We waited al I day for them to 
come out so we could play for them again. But they were 
tired Poles and wouldn't wait for us to play, they wanted 
to hurry home. So we played up and down Gennessee Street 
that deathless evening, and we played for the cops in jai I 
that night. 
Gennessee Street must be the longest street in the 
world and it's got a jai I at every corner, and every jai I 
serves its own version of bean soup. We had Syracuse bean 
soup, and Geneva bean soup, and Rochester bean soup, and 
Lockport bean soup, and bean soup seemed to improve our 
playing because in Buffalo they held us over in jail for 
two nights. In Niagara Fa! Is the piano player found an old 
guitar with one sfring in the trash can behind the Temper­
ance Hotel and he played that. He wasn't such a good singer 
anyhow. In Niagara Fal Is it began to get cold so we headed 
south through the grape country; the guitar player, the 
bass and me. 
In Dunkirk we played for the I ittle Mexicans in the 
fields; songs of Guadoloupe and Estante, songs of tacos and 
of enchil idas, and of the purple hi I Is of their home. And 
we fol lowed the grapes to the Welsh plant and we played for 
them al I the songs we knew that contained pits, and sterns. 
And we I aughed a 11 the way back to Newark, stopping on I y 
here and there to sample the local bean soup. 
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It was snowing in Newark that Thanksgiving morning and 
the Bamburger parade was on so we joined in the parade for 
two or three blocks playing for al I we were worth our songs 
of Thanksgiving; thanks to the world for Poles, and Mexicans, 
and cops, and for a bumper crop of beans. We ditched the 
parade at Broad Street and headed across the tracks to the 
shack where the Old Man had lived. We were saving our last 
breaths to play one rousing chorus of "Peoria", His favorite 
song and we knew now, our last song together. The door of 
His ;hack was open and He was where we had left Him last 
Spring. Only His eyes were open now, and He was eating 
greedily of the fruit of the tree of k~owledge being he~d 
invitingly between the breasts of Sophie Machos, the wait­
ress from the Greek restaurant up the street. 
We kissed His venerable feet and shared the turkey that 
Sophie stole from the Greek, and al I that night we played 




a smal I quaker of a posy, 
vibrati le in the gauged air, 
inscribed upon the inner ring of sky: 
a smal I quavering bloom in the meadow 
patched with protean butterflies. 
borne gifts upon hapless hands: 
a cool spray of grass nest! Ing baby 
mice trembling among the wl Id verdure 
and the two harsh forms of day; 
the scraping syrup of a mudworm 
bl lndly pinwheeling In the sandy loam: 
a black spot beetle, running between his 
humming feet, conquests a capful of 
mountainous pebbles and peaked roots 
while on rush to his jet-spark mate, 
inkshining in the sun. 
Vignettes 
a man somewhere munches on an atom, 
and on his hooked arm is a golden vireo, 
a massive halkuon, spear-rooting the times 
with palms and olives. 
this america-journeyed man halted 
on a dark-hidden ridge and gazed 
upon the low poisoned valley hemmed 
with double penci I I ines leading to the 
midnight constellation of street! ight 
stars--
a sol id square mi le of rusting dust : 
no lady trees, no fat bushes, no toothbrushes 
of wheat, no plates of water: 
just one spot, unenchanted and mean , just 
one spot, one naked zoo, 
growing greater and 
spreading farther larger than its shadow , 
charging to the shores of the meadow, 
scaring the field's fishes so they should 
tremble, pinwheel and run. 
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Non ~ qua I Is ero? 
Mine mind toys are battered, gully-washed: 
turmol I in del lrlum 
pictures this odious twang that flings the 
heart and pinches the chin; wide, 
enormous, 
huge, magnificent Madness that clings to 
wi Id bi rd vines: that I s it! 
While puffing my loving flute in the 
delighted 
air, I sense a bi rd approaching and 
chirping to 
me from the expanse. A seed I ing spi I Is 
to the 
pitted asphalt; born, the granule soon 
dies, and I leap upon it with the 
impetus 
of a dozen feathers and smite it with my 
elbow; 
then, hiding gold-dust on my lapel, I 
languish there among the cobwebs and 
once 
in a lapse of time, wipe a tear from my 
cheek. 
I, as a fragment neither of the meadow 
nor the 
valley, am shuttled as the bar-arrow­
fl icker 
of a film that r-r-r-r-r-'s wrongly in 
obi iv ion. 
--Dav id Stu I I er 
APoem 
for Amateurs 
Once I took a chance, and said look 
my friend at your I ife. 
You've botched it up swel I--
what the he I I . 
You thought 
you were Hector Protector, all 
dressed in green 
come to save the Queen 
but once you got near 
Her Majesty, you tel I 
into I i ne, and now 
you're a gentleman waiting. 
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Meanwhl le, you've made 
a hobby of having 
nothing special to say 
or to se 11 
and waste your time drinking 
untl I 
your wheelbarrow's broken, 
your silences dul I. 
And what Is so pleasing 
with this 
Is that your excuses 
seem rea I. 
For It's pleasant to wait 
In the ha I I 
and chew on the mutton 
and fa i I 
to think of how she looked 
in her long purple gown 
before you gave her up 
for the royal runaround. 
Ah yes, said my friend, its been hel I. 
But what would you do 
If once in her chambers, you found 
she just did not I ike you? 
--Dick Allen 
46 
Your Infidelity (To the Blonde in Blue 
Bell-bottomed Trousers) 
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Sitting, spooning lobster bisque in an Ohio I ife, 
the sea is not reality, 
never was, wi I I never be. 
Sitting here spooning blonde lobster bisque, 
I remember your short soft curls 
of this morning's hair 
that rolled through my watching mind 
I Ike calm clear waves of innocence 
while I sat sore-throated, 
drinking smooth hot-chocolate to sooth my ache, 
surrounded by a bare white clock that every minute 
jerked a stick towards blunt black figures, 
and grey-encased by functional brick; 
but does it matter what surrounds? 
I would have yearned in a Cape Cod garden, 
everwhelmed by the imagination of the thing. 
Scooping lobster bits from bowl-bottom, 
dragging the lower depths of shallow soup, 
I wince--the last sips taste too sweet; 
and it is just such quick indulgence 
that I've avoided in my love for you, 
standing slow in my sand i I I us ion--
against the prom1s1ng waves, 
against the incessant black ticking, 
feeling the push and pul I of tide. 
I push my soup aside, 
too much sameness licks my buds. 
I saw you talking today to that hairy man 
whom I never knew you knew. 
Before you were always inseparably with the pig-tailed girl 
sharing squinched-up noses 
ever ten-cent coffee-breaks; 
but new today, catalystic day, 
I saw you with him 
sharing what I couldn't tel I 
in my haste to get away, 
back to slower breath. 
The lobster I digest was hunted, 
trapped, boiled, canned, 
a frantic blaze of heated red and white; 
but extinct man ls not pursued, 
merely left to self-reflect. 
If I was slow, was yesterday 
when I was so, but new 
need-pushed words trip through my long-pursed I ips. 
Tomorrow, or another day too soon, 
1 1 1 I tongue-touch the reality 
of your k iss so long unreal, 
so much I ike drinking lobster bisque. 
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From the editor: 
In October Gary Kissick resigned from the editor­
ship of Nexus to spend more time on his studies. 
From its- beginning Nexus had been operating on 
a shoestring budget~ an inadequate staff and 
hapazard printing procedures. Under these 
conditions the job of editor was simply too 
time-consuming for a full-time student to assume. 
Some time after I accepted the editorship, how­
ever, it became clear that, at this point in its 
development, Wright State would be willing to 
give Nexus its financial aid. It was then Mr. 
Neal Goldstien, advisor to Nexus, and I began
the long process of re-organizing the business 
structure of the magazine, preparing a budget 
to submit for approval, and changing the make-up
of Nexus within the new limits of our budget.
For this reason we failed to print the Fall 
issue. Nexus is now financially secure. We 
hope to be self-supporting at all times, but we 
now have the assurance from Wright State that 
Nexus will continue on a regular basis of four 
printings a year with a continuing fonnat of 
the quality which we have secured with this 
issue. 
Manuscripts are accepted at any time. Address 
manuscripts and letters to Nexus., Wright State 
Campus, 9035 Col. Glenn Highway, Dayton, Ohio, 
45431. Material may also be left in the riex.us.. 
Box in Allyn Hall. 
For this issue I would like to thank especially
Mr. Neal Goldstien for his time and interest in 
helping Nexus through this transition period, the 
members of the English department for their 
helpful suggestions and encouragement, Gary
Kissick for gathering much of the material for 
consideration as well as for reviving inte~est 
in Nexus with his Sumner issue, and, finally, I 
would like to thank Dr. Keister, Director of 




DICK ALLEN - who teaches creative writing here at Wright 
State, is also the poetry editor for the Mad River 
Review. Recently his poetry has appeared in the Antioch 
Review, the Manhatten Review. The Praire Schooner. and 
the anthology Best Science Fiction, 1966. 
SUSAN BENNETT - a Dayton resident, is a Master's candidate 
in history at the University of Dayton. She studied 
creative writing under Dick Allen and especially enjoys 
writing historical fiction. 
WILLIAM HARRIS - is a history major at Central State Univer­
sity. His poetry has appeared in past issues of Nexus 
and in Nolan Mi I ler's anthology of New Campus WritTng:""
1966. 
GARY KISSICK - is a former Nexus editor. After graduation 
he hopes to attend a writers' workshop at the University 
of Iowa. He plans then to work for his M.F.A. 
DAVID PATTERLINE - is a Wright State junior, majoring in 
English. 
MARY LOU PLUMMER - wil I be graduating soon. She plans to 
work for a graduate degree in English and wants to teach 
college English. 
BOB ROWLANDS - a Wright State sophomore, has pub I ished in 
Nexus before. Recently, he has written short stories 
and outdoor articles and he plans _to write a novel. 
MIKE SHACKMAN - a Dayton businessman and former student of 
Dick Allen, has previously pub I ished in Nexus. He is 
presently a Master's candidate at the University of 
Cincinnati. 
DAVID STULLER - is a Wright State freshman majoring in 
phi I osophy. 
EARL BUTLER - former editor of The Guardian, whose poetry 
has appeared previously in Nexus, is a senior, majoring 
In English. 

